The conversion of CO2 to fuels is of significant importance in enabling the production of sustainable fuels, contributing to alleviating greenhouse gas emissions. While there are a number of key steps required to convert CO2, the initial step of adsorption and activation by the catalyst is critical. Well-known metal oxides such as oxidised TiO2 or CeO2 are unable to promote this step. In addressing this difficult problem, recent experimental work shows the potential for bismuth-containing materials to activate and convert CO2, but the origin of this 
Introduction
Increasing energy demand is leading to fossil fuel supply issues and ever-increasing CO2 emissions, which are now past 400 ppm and are projected to result in a 2 o C rise in average global temperatures. Given these severe societal problems there is an urgent need to find materials that can convert the CO2 produced by combustion of fossil fuels back to fuels or to the precursors for production of more useful chemicals. This will reduce our reliance on non-sustainable fossil fuels and contribute to curbing CO2 emissions. The solar driven photo-or thermal reduction of CO2 to CO (for synthesis gas) or directly to liquid fuels will enable a sustainable approach to producing fuels and storing solar energy in high energy chemical bonds [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] .
Using solar energy, e.g. through solar concentrators, coupled with catalysts that can promote activation of CO2 to drive the CO2 reduction process is an attractive strategy to meet this ambitious aim. However, to date, there are no practical catalysts that can exploit solar energy to efficiently reduce CO2 to useful chemical species. One successful photocatalyst to date has been Ptmodified TiO2 nanotubes 8, 12, 13 . However, the efficiencies for methane production are extremely low and Pt will never be an economically viable catalyst for large scale CO2 conversion. Catalysts based on metallic Cu, oxide-derived Cu or Cu with mixed oxidation states have been demonstrated to reduce CO2 to useful molecules such as methane, methanol or ethanol [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Recent experimental work indicates the ability of nanocatalysts containing a mix of Cu + and Cu 2+ oxidation states and in oxide-like structures to drive CO2 reduction 1, 2, 10, 14-16, 18, 19, 22-25 . However, there is still an urgent need from both a fundamental and a techno-economic perspective to dis-cover new materials than can activate and reduce CO2 in particular to produce sustainable fuels, particularly if renewable energy can be used.
Irrespective of how electrons are provided to reduce CO2, the key step in any CO2 conversion process is the initial adsorption and activation of CO2. Thereafter there may be transfer of electron(s) to the CO2 through light absorption, from excess electrons present in the catalyst after catalyst (pre-)reduction or in a combined PV+electrolysis system. Hydrogenation is an attractive route to value-added fuels, so long as the hydrogen is produced in a renewable process. Thus, the key challenge in fuel production from CO2 is to discover catalysts that will adsorb and activate CO2. In particular, the CO2 should adsorb in an activated form and not form the highly stable carbonates which are unreactive towards further chemistry and poison the surface.
Copper-based catalysts have been widely studied for CO2 activation and conversion 2, 15, 16, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and this includes Cu metal, oxide-derived Cu and mixed oxidation state Cu. There has also been a great deal of interest in modelling of the interaction of CO2 with copper oxides using density functional theory (DFT) as this would provide useful and important guidelines for further development of CO2 activation catalysts. Cu2O, with a Cu(I) oxidation state, and CuO, with a Cu(II) oxidation state, have emerged as potential candidates for the CO2 reduction reaction due to favourable band gap positions and widths 16 , and studies have focused on the interaction of CO2 molecules with various cuprous oxide surfaces and terminations 2, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22 although issues still persist regarding their stability in solution. Wu et al studied the adsorption of CO2 at the Cu2O (111) surface in which oxygen vacancies were present 18 , and found that dissociative adsorption was thermodynamically unfeasible. In addition, while oxygen vacancies have a negative effect on the interaction energy, adsorption can lead to the formation of a CO2 δ-radical anion species. In another study Wu et al looked at the adsorption of CO2 and its derivatives at Cu2O 16 using Hybrid DFT. The authors considered water as the source of H atoms for the hydrogenation of CO2 and described a reaction pathway from a carboxyl group (*COOH) to formic acid, which was the rate limiting step, and then onto formaldehyde and finally methanol. In the work of Favaro et al. 25 a model of Cu with susbsurface oxygen was found to describe the ability of CuOx to activate CO2.
The adsorption of CO2 molecules at different titania surfaces and nanostructures has been studied and the role of oxygen vacancies, low coordinated sites and structure in the CO2 activation process has been described [30] [31] [32] . The presence of excess electrons and holes was shown to affect adsorption and activation of CO2 at rutile (110) and both bent CO2 -anion and CO2 + cation configurations were identified 33 . Lee and Kanai 32 used DFT to explore the difference between anatase (101) and a TiO2 quantum dot for CO2 activation and hydrogenation. They found that the TiO2 quantum dot promoted CO2 activation and hydrogenation. Yang and colleagues showed that subnm Pt clusters at the anatase (101) surface enhanced CO2 activation through provision of additional adsorption sites and the transfer of electron density to the TiO2 substrate 34 .
Other theoretical studies have been conducted into reaction pathways involving the hydrogenation of CO and CO2 at a variety of catalytic surfaces, including Cu/CeO2 and Cu/CeO2/TiO2 17 , Cu/ZnO/Al2O3 35 as well as copper surfaces 14, 23 . The bismuth pyrochlore oxide Bi2Ti2O7 was studied in ref. 41 and has high CO2 chemisorption capacity. In this system, low energy ion scattering (LEIS) shows clearly that Bi 3+ species are present in the surface layer. This arises from the well-known stereochemical lone pair in Bi 3+ 42, 43 .
By contrast in the pyrochlore Y2Ti2O7 system there is no surface enrichment with Y 3+ which lacks a lone pair. This Bi-containing pyrochlore was found from infra red spectroscopy to adsorb and activate CO2. Features in the infra red spectrum corresponding to activated CO2 were clearly present. The Y2Ti4O7, by contrast, does not strongly adsorb or activate CO2. This suggests that activation of CO2 arises from the presence of Bi 3+ and Bi-O units in the pyrochlore surface.
From the studies in refs. [37] [38] [39] [40] , it is reasonable to propose that the presence of the Bi 3+ cation, with its stereochemically active lone pair, will promote the interaction of the Bi-containing oxide with CO2. However, the mechanism of CO2 activation on Bi 3+ -containing materials, as a good exemplar of the p-block metal oxides, still needs to be understood and is to date lacking.
Previously we have used first principles density functional theory (DFT) simulations to design heterostructured materials which are composed of TiO2 (rutile or anatase) surfaces modified with metal oxide nanoclusters. In our work, the emphasis has been on new heterostructured materials with predicted visible light absorption [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] and reduced charge recombination [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [57] [58] [59] . We have recently extended this work to study the interaction of molecules, such as CO2, with these metal oxide nanocluster modified TiO2 heterostructures 44, 60 . We found that there are modified TiO2
systems, e.g. ZrO2-anatase 44 where CO2 can adsorb and be activated. There are other heterostructures, such as reduced MnOx-TiO2 where there is no CO2 activation 60 . There is still much work to be done to understand the factors that drive CO2 activation on metal oxides.
In the present paper, we take the ideas from the experimental work on CO2 activation using Bicontaining materials, the ability of nanostructures to activate CO2 and the activity of nanocluster modified TiO2 to use first principles density functional theory to examine in detail the interaction and activation of CO2 at Bi2O3 nanocluster modified rutile and anatase TiO2 surfaces in which both Bi 3+ species and stabilized nanoclusters are present. The interaction of CO2 with reduced Bi2O3-TiO2 heterostructures, which are formed by removing oxygen from the nanocluster, is also examined. We find that this novel heterostructure is able to activate CO2 with exothermic CO2
adsorption. This results in molecular deformation, primarily bending of the O-C-O angle to ca.
130
o and elongation of C-O distances up to 1.28Å. In addition, in the case of the partially reduced Bi2O3-TiO2 heterostructures, charge transfer to produce a carboxylate or even direct CO formation are possible. These findings thus demonstrate the potential for Bi-containing materials to convert CO2 to useful molecules.
Methods
In the DFT computations, we follow our approach from previous work 58 (2x4) and (4x2) surface supercell expansions are employed for rutile and anatase, respectively and the vacuum gap in all cases is 12 Å.
In forming these composite structures, we first relax the gas phase metal oxide nanoclusters and the unmodified rutile and anatase surfaces using the same computational set-up described above.
The oxide nanocluster modifier is adsorbed at the TiO2 surfaces in different configurations and each of these are relaxed, as described in Ref. 45, 54, 58, 70 . We selected the most stable Bi2O3-TiO2 composites for the study of CO2 activation in the present paper. We will use the term Bi2O3-TiO2 throughout this paper to indicate the general Bi2O3 nanocluster modified TiO2 heterostructure, using the precise nanocluster composition and TiO2 surface when necessary.
The stability of the heterostructure is characterised by the computed nanocluster adsorption ener-
where E[(Bi2O3)n-TiO2] is the computed total energy of the Bi2O3 nanocluster-modified TiO2 surface (in which n is the number of Bi2O3 units in the nanocluster so that in this paper n = 2 or 3), E[(Bi2O3)n] is the computed total energy of the free (Bi2O3)n nanocluster and E[(TiO2)] is the computed total energy of the unmodified TiO2 (rutile/anatase) surface.
The reduction of the Bi2O3-TiO2 heterostructures is studied by removing oxygen from the nanocluster modifier (which is always more stable than removing oxygen from the TiO2 support) and computing the formation energy of the oxygen vacancy as follows:
where E{((Bi2O3-x)-TiO2) is the total energy of the Bi2O3-TiO2 composite with one oxygen removed and 1/2E(O2) is the reference energy for oxygen, namely half the total energy of the O2 molecule. Despite the known errors in the DFT energy of the reference O2 molecule, the trends in oxygen vacancy formation are independent of this error.
The CO2 adsorption energy at Bi2O3-modified TiO2 heterostructures is defined in Eqn (3):
where E(CO2@(Bi2O3)n-TiO2) is the computed total energy of the relaxed adsorption structure of CO2 at Bi2O3-modified TiO2 composites, whether stoichiometric or reduced. We examined many CO2 adsorption structures and those shown in the following text are the most stable that we have found. While van de Waals corrections can be added to these computations, we have tested this and find that the change in the adsorption energies is ca. 0.15 eV, which is not significant compared to the magnitude of the computed CO2 adsorption energies and furthermore there is no effect of inclusion of vdW corrections on the relative stability of different CO2 adsorption structures. Figure 1 shows the atomic structure of Bi4O6-and Bi6O9-nanocluster modified anatase (101) and rutile (110) surfaces. We have described these heterostructured systems in detail in previous work 58 , we briefly summarise the key features required for this paper. The computed adsorption energies relative to the gas phase Bi2O3-stoichiometry nanoclusters are -5.18 eV, -5.18 eV and - and O 2p states originating from the nanoclusters lying at higher energy than the corresponding TiO2 valence and conduction band edges, which should result in a small red shift in light absorption. For anatase, the Bi2O3 derived states lie just below the anatase valence band edge, which results in no predicted red shift. The key finding is that the Bi states lie at the top of the valance band edge and this will be crucial for the discussion of CO2 activation on Bi2O3-TiO2. 
Results and Discussion

Bi2O3-Modified Rutile and Anatase TiO2 Heterostructure
Activation of CO2 at Stoichiometric Bi2O3-TiO2 Heterostructures
We now discuss the adsorption and activation of CO2 at Bi2O3-nanocluster modified TiO2 heterostructures and in this section we focus on the stoichiometric compositions. Figure 3 shows the relaxed atomic structures for these CO2 adsorption configurations.
From table 1, we can see that there is at least one strongly interacting CO2 adsorption configuration at each Bi2O3-modified TiO2 composite -the corresponding adsorption energies are -0.54 eV, -1.01 eV and -0.82 eV on Bi4O6-rutile, Bi6O9-rutile and Bi4O6-anatase. Compared to computed adsorption energies of CO2 on other metal oxide modified TiO2 systems, e.g. in ref 44 or on polymorphs of TiO2 itself 10, 31, 71 the adsorption energies of CO2 on Bi2O3-modified TiO2 are notably larger, indicating that these heterostructures are significantly more active towards CO2 adsorption and activation. Given that the adsorption of CO2 is the crucial first step in the catalytic conversion of CO2 to useful molecules, and is generally difficult on stoichiometric metal oxides, our finding that CO2 interacts strongly with Bi2O3-modified TiO2 is a first key result of this work. Examining the atomic structures for adsorbed CO2 we see that there are adsorption configurations on Bi6O9-rutile and Bi4O6-anatase, namely the configurations in Figure 3 (c) and 3(e) which have the weakest interactions and show a linear CO2 that is unchanged from the gas phase. This is a non-activated CO2 physisorption mode.
Adsorption
The other adsorption modes in figure 3 are of more interest from the perspective of CO2 activation and these result in distortions to the atomic structure of bound CO2 at the Bi2O3 nanoclusters and the stabilization of this bound adsorption configuration. In the more strongly bound monodentate CO2 adsorption mode on Bi4O6-rutile, the C-O distances in adsorbed CO2 elongate to 1.26 and 1.27 Å, while the C-O distance to nanocluster oxygen is 1.39 Å. This is a notable elongation in the C-O distances over those in the gas phase molecule This shift in the C=O stretching mode correlates with the strength of the CO2-Bi2O3-TiO2 interaction and it has been observed in experimental studies of CO2 adsorption on a range of materials [74] [75] [76] .
When we examine the local atomic structure of the Bi2O3 nanoclusters around the adsorption site of CO2, we find that the oxygen site in the supported Bi2O3 nanocluster that promotes CO2 adsorption is a two-fold coordinated oxygen atom which bridges two Bi cations in the nanocluster.
Such lower coordinated oxygen species abound in sub-nm metal oxide nanoclusters. Importantly, we also find that the most favourable CO2 adsorption modes have a common structural motif in which one of the Bi-O bonds involving this two-fold oxygen can break upon formation of the new C-O bond. In Bi4O6-rutile, we did not find any adsorption modes where one of these Bi-O bonds involving the 2-fold coordinated oxygen is broken and this structure has the least favourable CO2 interaction energies.
Finally, we briefly examine the electronic structure. Figure 4 shows the projected electronic density of states for C and O atoms in CO2, and Ti and Bi atoms for the examples of CO2 adsorbed on Bi6O9-rutile and Bi4O6-anatase. In both cases the CO2 derived C 2p and O 2p electronic states lie at the top of the valence band. Furthermore, there is a strong interaction between the Bi 5s/5p states and the carbon and oxygen 2p states of CO2. This is consistent with the strong interaction and distortion of CO2 when adsorbed at the supported Bi2O3 nanoclusters. We have also computed the Bader atomic charges upon CO2 adsorption. These do not show an significant charge transfer between Bi2O3-TiO2 and CO2, indicating that the activation of CO2 takes place without any charge transfer.
The atomic and electronic structure of Bi2O3-nanocluster modified TiO2 permits the interaction of Bi-O electronic states at the top of the Bi2O3-TiO2 valance band with the C and O atoms of CO2. The atomic structure of the Bi2O3 nanoclusters can further facilitate CO2 adsorption due the flexibility in these supported nanoclusters upon relaxation. We can also relate these findings to the work from Walker et al 41 on the Bi-containing pyrochlore. In this system the surface is terminated by a Bi-O layer, similar to our Bi2O3-nanocluster modified TiO2, and the Bi 5s/5p electronic states are mixed with O 2p states at the top of the valence band. Thus, the pyrochlore has a suitable electronic structure to permit interaction with CO2 and an atomic structure that also facilitates the interaction with CO2. 
CO2 Activation at Reduced Bi2O3-TiO2 Heterostructures
In this section we consider the interaction of CO2 at reduced Bi2O3-TiO2 heterostructures. The reduced heterostructures are prepared by removing oxygen atoms from the Bi2O3 nanoclusters and computing the oxygen vacancy formation energy. From these results, the most stable reduced structures are shown in Figure 5 . The computed formation energies for these oxygen vacancies are 1.75 eV for Bi4O6-rutile (110), 1.64 eV for Bi6O9-rutile (110) and 3.0 eV for Bi4O6-anatase (101). The other oxygen sites have formation energies larger than 2 eV on Bi2O3-rutile and between 3.4 and 3.7 eV on Bi4O6-anatase. The computed oxygen vacancy formation energies for the most favourable sites are all smaller than on the corresponding bare TiO2 surfaces (3.5 eV for rutile (110) and 3.6 -4.1 eV for anatase (101) 77 ) and indicate a moderate cost to reduce the heterostructures so that reduction should be possible under moderate conditions. The computed vibrational frequencies for activated CO2 are shown in Table 3 . The large red shift in the C=O stretching mode of 760 and 767 cm -1 on Bi4O6-rutile and Bi4O6-anatase are again consistent with activated CO2, as is the breaking of the degeneracy in the CO2 bending mode upon adsorption. We note that on Bi4O6-anatase the splitting of the degeneracy in the CO2 bending mode is larger and the origin of this is likely due to one oxygen of CO2 not binding with the Bi2O3 nanocluster. By contrast the two oxygen atoms in CO2 bind with the nanocluster in Bi4O6-rutile so that the split in the degeneracy of the two modes is smaller. conversion. In the gas phase the potential required for formation of CO2 -is prohibitively high, but in the reduced Bi2O3-modified anatase system, the presence of both low coordinated active sites and excess electrons after reduction appears to facilitate electron transfer to the adsorbed CO2 molecule.
Conclusions
We have studied the interaction of CO2 with novel heterostructure of Bi2O3 nanoclusters supported on rutile and anatase TiO2 surfaces. Experimental work has shown that Bi-containing materials are able to activate and convert CO2 to more useful molecules. We find that CO2 adsorbs strongly at supported Bi2O3 nanoclusters, with adsorption energies ranging from -0.54 to 1.01 eV; van der Waals interactions simply shift these energies by ca. 0.15 eV but do not change the overall trends in CO2 activation. These results show that the unique properties of bismuth-containing oxides can be exploited to adsorb and activate carbon dioxide which is the key first step in the reductive conversion of CO2
to useful molecules. The combination of a non-bulk like nanocluster containing Bi 3+ species which is also moderately reducible provides an interesting material that can activate CO2, whether that be by strong adsorption and distortion, electron transfer to form a carboxylate or by direct breaking of a C-O bond and we propose that these heterostructures can be synthesized and tested for CO2 activation.
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